SUPPLY CHAIN TRANSFORMATION FOR A GLOBAL HEALTHCARE PROVIDER

VIDEO TRANSCRIPT

Text swipes on, shine washes over, text falls away

Text slides on in unison with the beat

Text falls on line by line and moves towards the camera focusing on “vital parts” during the zoom

Clock slides up and text slides down, second hand ticks by. Text and clock swipe back where they started

Text materializes, zoom to black for transition

Text slides in. The word supply chain materializes out of the energy cloud

Supply chain materializes, explode to white for transition

Text materializes as animation plays behind. Text and background materialize out for transition

Text types on blue washes over with a subtle zoom

Text types on and off with subtle zoom

Globe slides in. Text traces on. Slide to white for transition

Text types in, glitch on box for critical reveal. Fade to white for transition

Text types on. Numbers scroll on left and rest on 12%

Text swipes in and numbers scroll resting on $130 million

Text slides in from left and SynOps symbol slides in from right and turns

Enhancing types on and synergies slides on from left to right as background fades in

Enhancing remains on frame and people slides on from left with blue background

Enhancing remains on frame and data slides on from left with white background

Enhancing remains on frame and technology slides on from left with blue background

Enhancing remains on frame and intelligence slides from left with white background

Text falls in from top. Insights pulses and animation begins within
Text slides in line by line from opposite sides. Subtle zoom

Text expands from left to right as graph animates in

Text falls in line by line. Heartbeat animation appears within blue text. Fade to white.